
The Michael Messages 
 
 

Creation 
 
Vision: I saw a fluid, bright white light – love causing form in the heart of Light, part of the Light, made of the 
Light. There was balance and quiet and stillness as I watched the consciousness – the energy – growing in 
form. I felt Love and Divine Will breathing and movement began with the form desiring to express itself. I felt 
the Divine Will choose to create a physical reality; sound, word, spirit and energy merged so that a 
form/matter/material creation could begin, experienced. It coalesced, implanting its Identity in Light and Spirit 
into evolution. As this vision faded, the message began. 
 

Love One, as you remember who you are, you will realize all life is created in God’s image.  There is a holographic 
imprint of His Image in every cell of every life form.  You are not separate from God, each other, or any life! 

 
 Consciousness and divine will are an ultimate expression of God’s love through His Word, and is given freely to 
mankind.  Because of this, you are able to question, learn, grow, and create for yourself.  You are conscious of your beingness. 
 
 You were conceived with an innate love for the earth plane, which made you the ideal stewards of the Earth.  As you 
have chosen to move further into the density of material creation, you have hardened your consciousness – forgotten the truth of who 
you are and your connection to all life.  When you began to isolate yourself from other life, you forgot its glorious value, putting more 
importance on power over other life forms and each other.  Soon, you forgot the responsibility you have of stewardship for your 
planet.  This has caused a feeling of separation from each other, from God’s Grace and Love, and from the very planet on which 
you live. 
 
 When you remember the connection you share with all life, you will no longer be able to take for granted the 
responsibility you share by being stewards of the Earth.  You will see His image in all life, making destruction abhorrent to you.  
You will feel connected again through honor and respect for yourself, and the prolific life on Earth.  A sense of the perfection in 
creation will fill you when you witness the life cycle of a butterfly, or the miracle of a bird in flight, or the magnificence of a tree.  
Balance will return as you begin to treasure all life as a precious gift and your innate connection to it. 
 
 Do not lose hope when you begin to open your eyes to the chaos and destruction man has created.  Just as your spirit is 
beginning to “see” action and reaction on your planet, so are many others, causing a great change in your vibrations.  An 
exponential progression is taking place as each one of you once again accepts the responsibility of stewardship and feels your true 
identity in all life.  You will come into your true power through love and respect for life, making the power that has been used for 
destruction seem as nothing.  You will see through the illusions created when mankind began manipulating symbols and concepts as 
he described God’s image.  Know that you have always retained your identity in the infinite and eternal Light of God’s Heart and 
Spirit. 
 
 The changes in vibration so many of you are experiencing due to your progression allows us in the celestial realm deeper 
communication with you.  Both individually and collectively, you are dispensing with the illusion of a gap between the physical and 
spiritual realities.  Our destiny is interwoven with your own; we watch and wait patiently for your divine will to request our 
guidance and assistance.  Even when you are not aware of us, angels are always with you, waiting to remind you of your Goodness 
and Light. 
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